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An Examination of Conditional
Violations of Axioms for
Additive Conjoint Measurement
Thomas E. Nygren
The Ohio State University

Axiomatic conjoint measurement methodology of-
fers a useful approach for evaluating different compo-
sition rules as potential models for fitting the compo-
nents of multidimensional stimuli. The usefulness of
this methodology has been somewhat hindered in ap-
plied settings because of a lack of an adequate error
theory for testing the fit of data to the axioms. This
paper presents the results of an attempt to provide a
basis for an examination of errors of the conjoint mea-
surement axioms. Specifically, this paper describes a
means of evaluating the fit of an additive conjoint
measurement model to a three-factor design. For each
of the critical axioms of axiomatic conjoint measure-
ment, the proportions of errors that would be expected
by chance for different levels of satisfaction of the
simple independence property are examined. The re-
sults indicate that violations of these axioms occur
much less often than intuitively might be expected.
Error proportion tables based on monte carlo analyses
are presented to aid in comparisons with empirically
obtained results. It is shown that two types of viola-
tions of the axioms can be defined and used to differ-
entiate between systematic and unsystematic errors in
fallible data.

Subjective scaling techniques are an integral part
of much of social science research. In many situ-

ations it is assumed that the variable of interest in
a study is a complex phenomenon that is multidi-
mensional in nature, and that the ordering of scores
produced by an individual on this variable may
actually be based on the joint effects of two or

more independent variables. Often a researcher is
interested in whether the composition rule by which
the independent variables combine to produce the
joint effect on the dependent variable is additive,
and whether it might be possible to obtain numer-
ical scale values for these independent variables
themselves as well as for their resultant joint ef-
fects. That is, it is desired that the independent and
dependent variables be scaled simultaneously by
way of an additive composition rule in such a way
that the order of the joint effects as found in the
data is preserved.
Many composition rules might be hypothesized

in such conjoint measurement models. The additive
model is the simplest such rule and the one that
pervades much of behavioral science research. Let
~1~ A29 ~nd A3 be labels for three factors and let a,
be a level of factor Al9 ca2 be a level of factor A29
and ca3 be a level of factor ~43. It might be hypoth-
esized that the joint effects of these three factors
can be described as:

where f ; fi , f2, ~nd f3 are separate and identifiable
numerical functions.

The general additive model, like the three-factor
model illustrated in Equation i , is one of four sim-

ple polynomials in three factors that are represented
in a variety of psychological theories (cf. Krantz,
1968). In addition to the additive model (A, + A,
+ s43), there is the multiplicative model (~4, x A,
X A3)9 the distributive model (~41 x [AZ + and
the dual-distributive model (AI + [~ X A3D.
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Except for the notable work ofFalmagne ( 1976),
most theoretical work on these models has been in
the framework of algebraic measurement theories.
Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and Tversky (1971) have
presented a number of diagnostic ordinal properties
that are necessary though not sufficient for these
four models to hold in a set of data. Despite the
usefulness of these axioms for conjoint measure-
ment methodology, the very algebraic nature of the
measurement theory poses an important problem
with fallible empirical data. Without a specific er-
ror theory, it is difficult to assess the fit of any of

the models to data. In particular, when the axioms
are violated, the crucial question for the applied
researcher is how many violations are enough to
cause rejection of the model.

Recent Research

Several studies have attempted to examine how
well the conjoint measurement axioms could, in
fact, be used to differentiate among the simple
additive, distributive, and dual-distributive models.
In particular, Emery and Barren (1979) were in-
terested in the issue of misdiagnosis. They exam-
ined whether it was possible for a set of data to
come from one simple polynomial model (e.g.,
distributive) but not be rejected as coming from a
different model (e. ~. , additive) . This could occur
if the rank order associated with a set of data does
not violate any of the axioms associated with either
its own generating model or some other model. In
such a case, the conjoint measurement axioms would
be unable to reject the false model.
Emery and Barron (1979) generated 92 sets of

data in three factors that perfectly fit either an ad-
ditive model, a distributive model, or a dual-dis-
tributive model. They examined the axioms with
the rank orders in each data set and found that,
though the 20 additive data sets were diagnosed
correctly, of the 36 sets from distributive models,
only 23 were diagnosed as coming from a unique
distributive model, and none of the 36 dual-dis-
tributive data sets were diagnosed correctly as com-
ing from a dual-distributive model.

These results do not appear to be very encour-

aging for those who would like to use the conjoint

measurement axioms as diagnostic tools. However,
it is important to note that the data used by Emery
and Barren (1979) were error-free. Because the
axioms as outlined by Krantz and Tversky (1971)
are necessary but not sufficient for any of the four

models, it is not surprising that Emery and Barren
obtained their non-optimal results. An alternative
approach that might prove to be more useful to
users of conjoint measurement methodology, par-
ticularly in situations with fallible data, is to begin
with a monte carlo approach to determine the like-
lihoods of violating the axioms by chance.

Arbuckle and Larimer ( 1976) used such a monte
carlo approach to investigate the likelihoods as-
sociated with satisfying the conjoint measurement
axioms in two-factor matrices of different sizes. In

particular, they attempted to estimate the number
of possible ranking in an r x c table that satisfy
both independence and double cancellation, and
that satisfy additivity. Although their study was
extremely enlightening, it was faced with one rather

difficult problem-their procedure simply was too
costly, so that in many of their examples the sample
sizes were small, perhaps too small to give accurate
estimates of the probabilities. Nevertheless, their
results seemed to indicate that as r and c increased,
the probability of satisfying double cancellation or
additivity by chance becomes very small. The pro-
portion of f x c tables satisfying independence and
double cancellation that are also additive decreases

rapidly as r and c increase.
McClelland ( 1977) carried the work ofArbuckle

and Larimer (1976) one step further in terms of

accuracy by finding exact probabilities for those
r X c tables small enough to allow for exact enu-
meration. In addition, l~cClcli~~d9s work is very
interesting in that he attempted to find in greater
detail some of the conditional probabilities for sat-
isfying the additive conjoint measurement axioms.
For example, the conditional probabilities of sat-
isfying double cancellation given independence, and
of satisfying additivity given independence or given
independence and double cancellation, were found.
As expected, results similar to those of Arbuckle
and Larimer (1976) were obtained.
The Emery and Barren (1979), Arbuckle and

Larimer (1976), and McClelland (1977) studies
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suffered from several major limitations, however.
The research presented here attempts to meet these
limitations by providing further insight into the spe-
cific properties inherent in the axioms. First, the
data in the present study are not error-free. The
approach taken here began with completely random
data and added structure to the data in several steps.
Second, individual tests of the axioms were ex-
amined in detail. In particular, the conditional ef-
fects of satisfaction of perhaps the most critical
axiom, simple independence, on the occurrence of
violations of the other axioms were examined. Third,
Arbuckle and Larimer (1976) and h4cClelland (1977)
examined the axioms at a more global level than
might be needed by the applied researcher. Their
results were presented in terms of whether an axiom
was or was not violated in a data set. In the present
study, the emphasis was on the proportions of vi-
olations of individual tests of the axioms. Finally,
and perhaps most important, the data sets from the
Arbuckle and Larimer and McClelland studies were

very small, coming from either 3 x 3, 3 x 4, 3
>< 5, or 4 x 4 two-factor designs. 1’~e~ce9 inter-

esting relations in three factors (e.g., joint inde-
pendence and distributive cancellation) were not
and could not have been systematically investi-

gated.

Method

The first four sets of values in Table 1 are ex-

amples of rankings for each of four experimental
conditions, in which data were generated to rep-
resent first the random rankings of the 27 stimulus
combinations from a 3 x 3 x 3 design. The ran-
dom or unconditional data matrix is labeled Un-

cond in Table 1. One thousand such random data

sets were generated using an adaptation of the Uni-
form function used in the SAS statistical package
(Helwig & Council, 1979). In addition, a second
set of 1,000 random data sets were generated for
64 stimulus combinations in a 4 x 4 x 4 design.
For each of the total 2,000 data sets, the rows were
next permuted so as to satisfy simple independence
perfectly on the first of the three factors (f actor A J.
An example of one of these modified data sets is
shown in the second section of Table 1. This matrix

will be described as coming from the Single con-
dition. Next, each of the 2,000 data sets were per-
muted so as to satisfy simple independence in two
factors (factors And A2), and fin~lly in all three
of the factors. These are the Double and Triple
conditions shown in the middle two sections of
Table 1, 9 respectively.

Procedure

The testing of the axioms in these data matrices
required the use of an efficient algorithm that would
allow for enumeration of all possible tests of each
axiom. A computer program called CMSCAL was

developed as a hybrid of four widely used algo-
rithms. Two of these are from general diagnostic
programs for testing the conjoint measurement ax-
ioms, CONJOINT (Holt & Wallsten, 1974) ~nd PCJM
(Ullrich & Cummins, 1973), and the other two are
nonmetric scaling procedures based on ~ruslc~l9 s
(1965) MONANOVA program and .1&reg;h~s&reg;n’s (1973)
monotone regression program. The axiom testing
procedure in CMSCAL is based on the most useful
parts of the CONJOINT and PCJM programs. It pro-
vides a more detailed analysis of violations of the
axioms than does the CONJOINT program, espe-
cially for the critical axioms of simple indepen-
dence and joint independence, and it employs cor-
rected versions of some of the same very efficient

algorithms introduced by Ullrich and Cummins
(1973).

Results

Simple Independence

The fundamental property of independence, which
can be checked separately for each of the three
factors, says that:

A, is of A2 and A3 whenever

The independence of factor ~4, asserts that if ca,

> b, for some combination of levels of factors A,
and a43, then this relation will hold for any other
combination of levels &reg;f ~92 and A3.
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Tablet I

of 3x3x3 Data Sets for Ranked Observations

Note.- a,’b and are the levels of factor factor a~~ 1 ; and 02
are the of factor A2; ; and a3, bg, and are the levels of
factor

As was described above, an attempt was made
to investigate violations of the axioms under sev-
eral different conditions when the degree to which
simple independence was satisfied in the data was
varied. Table 2 presents the results of the extensive

search for violations of simple independence for
each of the four types of data matrices for the 3
x 3 x 3 and 4x4x4 designs. Several points
can be made from the reported proportions in this
table.
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Table 2
Observed Unconditional and Conditional Error Proportions for the

Simple Independence Axiom for 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 Designs

Note: Each mean proportion is based on 108,000 tests (108 tests for
each of 1000 data sets) or 720,000 tests for the 3x3x3 and
4x4x4 designs, respectively. The Triple condition is omitted since
all values must equal .0000

CMSCAL allows a test for simple independence
among all pairs of factors. Independence for factor
A1 I of Az would be checked by comparing the rank
order of the cells for the levels of factor A 1 ~t each
level of factor A~. Similarly, a separate check can
be made for the independence of at each level
of ~9.I. There are 108 and 720 such tests for each
factor pair in the 3 x 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 x 4 de-
signs, respectively. In addition, Kendall’s coeffi-
cients of concordance (t~ can be obtained across
rows or across columns at each level of the third

factor. Thus, if independence is satisfied, then a
data matrix should look like the matrix in the Triple
condition with all rows and columns being in the
same rank order, yielding W values for all pairs of
factors to be 1.0. This is clearly not always the
case with real data. For the Double condition data,
it must be the case that the ‘ ‘~4, &reg;f ~92 9&dquo; ‘ ‘A of
° &dquo;3 99 9 of A,,&dquo; and &dquo;A2of l337 coefficient values
are all 1.0. This is not necessarily the case for G ‘A3
of ~41’ 9 &reg;r ‘ ‘A3 of ~42.’ To the extent that some of
the W values are near zero, there may be either

nonindependence of factors or irrelevance of a fac-
tor or a level of the factor.

The last possibility is particularly interesting from
an empirical standpoint. Suppose that W values of
~ .&reg; were found for two of the factors when simple
independence is tested, but values near zero were
found for the third factor. It might be tempting to
conclude that no simple conjoint rule can be applied
to the data. However, violations of independence
would be restricted to factor A3’ These violations
may have occurred here because this factor carried

no importance or weight for the individual, and
hence, that person did not differentiate among the
levels of factor A3. In this case, the person’s judg-
ments or rankings of alternatives would be based
on the combination of only two independent factors
A I and A,.

In viewing Table 2 it is found that, as expected,
the &dquo;Failures&dquo; column indicates that the observed

proportions of violations of the simple indepen-
dence axiom are very close to .5, which would be

expected for random data. These values indicate
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that the random number generator used in the study
appears to be very good. They also indicate that
the nonindependence of subsets of comparisons
within a complete set of axiom tests has very little
effect on the overall error proportions, an important
point that is examined in detail later. It is interesting
to note, however, that the proportion of failures in
the Single and Double conditions for the remaining
random factors are somewhat less than .5.

When the levels of the various factors are as-
sumed to have at least ordinal properties and can
be ordered a priori (e.g., level 1 < level 2 <

level 3), then a further breakdown of the violations
is possible. The remaining columns in Table 2 di-
vide the failures into two types, dominant and

tradeoff. Recall from Equation 2 that in simple
independence two levels of one factor (ai and b,)
are being compared at two combinations of the
second and third factors ([a2,a,] and [b2,b3])· A
violation occurs when ~al > bl for one combination
and ca, < bl in the other. A dominant failure is

defined then as one for which both the a2 and ca3
levels in the [c~2,c~3] combination dominate or are
dominated by their respective counterparts in [~2.~3]-
Tradeoff failures are defined as those that occur
between stimuli when one stimulus does not dom-

inate the other on both of the combined factors.
For example, suppose (1,[!,!])> but
(19[~9~]) < (2,[2,2]). This would result in a dom-
inant violation since for the two outside factors, Az 2
and ~3, [l,1] is dominated by [2,2]. The test

(i9[~~l]) > (39[2~1]) but (l < (39[193]) is a
tradeoff violation since combination [2,1] does not
dominate and is not dominated by [1,3].
From Table 2 it is clear that under random data

assumptions, the results approximate what, through
combinatorial analysis, the proportions of domi-
nant errors would be expected to be-.375 for a
3 x 3 x 3 design and .350 for a 4 x 4 x 4 design.
These proportions are valuable in evaluating the fit
of an additive model in an empirical situation. First,
these values give a benchmark to indicate whether
or not an individual’s data are being fit significantly
better than would be expected by chance. Although
evaluating the fit of data to a random model may
seem initially to be a weak null hypothesis, it will
be shown later to be very important in evaluating

whether an individual treats a factor as inessential
in the judgment process. Second, the conditional
proportions of failures indicate some interesting
results. These values are estimates of the condi-

tional probability of a dominant violation given that
a violation has occurred and of a tradeoff violation

given that a violation has occurred. Although the
unconditional proportions of violations decrease as
the number of factors satisfying simple indepen-
dence goes from zero to one and to two, the con-
ditional values of p[domin~nt violation) violation]
and p[tradeoff violation violation] remain constant
at .750 and .250 for the 3 x 3 x 3 design, and at
.700 and .300 for the 4 x 4 x 4 design, respec-
tively.

These latter results suggest a means of testing
between two theoretically interesting possible sources
of violations in an individual’s data. Violations

may occur either because the individual ignores the
factor completely (unsystematic errors), or because
he/she uses the factor but in a way that does not

conform to the simple additive model (systematic
~rrors). It seems reasonable that in the former case
when the factor is ignored, the data would exhibit
violations similar to those found in Table 2, with
random data for dominant and tradeoff pairs. In
the latter case, if the individual is in fact attending
to the factor, then an overall reduction in failures
would be expected, at least to a moderate degree.
The important aspect here, however, would be

that this reduction would show up to a greater ex-
tent in the dominant tests. It is clear that in many

judgment situations, regardless of the combination
rule used by the individual, comparisons among
stimuli that dominate others on relevant ordinal
factors are easier to make, and are more likely to
satisfy the independence axiom, than are those

comparisons involving tradeoffs among levels of
different factors. This suggests an important reason
for examining individual tests of the axioms in
more detail. The test of a null hypothesis of vio-
lations of an axiom against a random model may,
in this case, be an appropriate hypothesis to test,
if the researcher wants to examine whether a given
factor is being ignored by an individual or is being
used in conjunction with a nonadditive combination
rule.
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Table 3 summarizes the means of the Kend~ll’s s

W values that were found in the data sets in each

of the four conditions. These values are also useful

in providing a benchmark to which empirical re-
sults can be compared. It is important to note that
in no case are these mean coefficients close to zero.

In particular, these means increase dramatically for
a nonindependent, random factor, when one or more
of the other factors do satisfy simple independence.
Since these values are means, it is clear that an

impressively large W value could occur in any given
case very easily by chance alone. Hence, it is im-
portant not to use these observed Ws exclusively
but in conjunction with the information found in
Table 2.

Joint Independence

A second form of independence can also be ex-
amined in the three factor models. The property,
known as joint independence, states that:

Al and Az are jointly independent of A3 whenever
~W9~z9~3) > (bl,bz,a3) if and only if
(al,az,b3) > (bi,b2,b3) - (

Joint independence of ~11 and A2 with respect to A3 3
indicates that if one combination of a41 and A2 is
greater than another at a fixed level of A3 (i.e.,
[a,,a2l > [b,,b2l at c~3), then the ordering should be
preserved for any other level of the third factor
(b3)’ If joint independence holds for all pairs of
factors, then this implies that simple independence
holds for each factor. However, the converse is not

necessarily true. Two other forms of the joint in-
dependence property can be stated for A and ~3
ofA2, and A2 ~d A3 of A, .
CMSCAL allows the testing of joint independence

for all pairs of factors by making all possible com-
parisons (108 and 720 for each pair of factors in a
3x3x3 and 4 x 4 x 4 design, respectively). In
addition, coefficients of concordance can again be
computed. These coefficients are somewhat diffi-
cult to interpret in and of themselves. To under-
stand the implications of and the differences be-
tween the test of simple independence and joint
independence, it is important to follow how the W
values are computed. First, simple independence

is illustrated with the Uncond data from Table 1.
A value of W = .333 was obtained from the check

of independence for factor A2 of Aj at level 1 of

factor A3’ It was obtained by comparing the rank
orders of the following three sets (ai - ~3) of three
numbers (b, - b3):

In a comparable manner, independence for factor
~9, of A2 at level 1 of factor ~43, where W was found
to be .111, was obtained by comparing the rank
orders of the three sets (bl - b3) of three numbers
- a3): &dquo;

A joint independence value of W = .346 for Ag
independent of A ~2 was obtained by comparing
rank orders of the following nine sets ([a,,b,],
[Cd3s~3d~ of three numbers (ci - c,):

Finally, W = .578 for A,~42 independent of A3 as
found from the ranks of three sets of nine numbers:

In a manner comparable to that discussed above
for the simple independence axiom, mean propor-
tions of violations were computed for joint inde-
pendence. The results of these tests are summarized
in Table 4. The &dquo;F~ilureS&dquo; column indicates the
mean error proportions for tests of joint indepen-
dence when either zero, one, two, or all three fac-
tors satisfy simple independence. Several impor-
tant results are shown in this column. First, for
random data the probability of observing a viola-
tion of joint independence is near .5, the theoretical
value expected by chance. When even one factor
satisfies simple independence, however, the ex-
pected proportion of violations drops to about .245
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Table 3
mean Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance for Simple

Independence and Joint in the 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 Designs

Note: &reg; Each value in the table is on 1000 data sets.

~-values for Triple condition all a0&reg;0&reg;s in each case
and are omitted.

for tests involving that factor. Second, the error
proportions again appear to be about the same for
either the 3 x 3 x 3 or 4x4x 4 design. Finally,
the Triple data indicate an important finding that
is often overlooked when examining real data. The
proportions of violations in the Triple data are about
.05 despite the fact that simple independence is
satisfied perfectly for all three factors. Simple in-
dependence does not imply joint independence.

The tests of joint independence were divided as
before into dominant and tradeoff tests. Here, strict
dominant tests are defined as those for which the
levels of the joint factors are both strictly dominant
in one of the stimulus pairs. Tradeoff tests are
defined as those for which the levels of the joint
factors are strictly dominant in one direction for

one factor and in the opposite direction for the other
factor. Finally, dominant tests are defined
as those for which there is equality of levels on
one of the joint factors and dominance on the other.
Thus, there can be weak dominance on the first or
the second factor of the pair of joint factors. Ex-
amples of a violation of a strict dominance test, a
weak dominance test on factor A, a weak domi-
nance test on factor A2, and a tradeoff test for joint
independence of A, and A from A are:
1. St~°ict cl~~i~ac~~cee ([2,2],2)>([1,1],2), but

([2920~) < ([~91]93)
2. Weak d&reg;rrci~cca~~e9 AZo ([2,2],2) > but

([2,2],3)<([2,1],3)
3. Weak dominance, Alo ([292]9~) > but
( >
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Table 4
Observed Dominant and Tradeoff Error Proportions for the
Joint Independence Axiom for 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 Designs

Note: Each mean proportion is based on tests (108 tests for each
of 1000 data sets) or 720,000 tests for the 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 designs9
respectively.

4. (~.°9a~9°) > BY.&dquo;9°JI9‘a~9 but ([2,1],3)
<([1,2],3)

Table 4 presents a breakdown of the violations
of joint independence into the four categories il-

lustrated above. These mean proportions are clearly
stable for the unconditional data matrices. When

simple independence is satisfied by one or more
factors, however, it is possible to further differ-
entiate among the tests. For the Single data where
simple independence is satisfied by one factor (fl,)
but the data are otherwise still random, tests of

joint independence result in markedly fewer vio-
lations, especially for Ai and A 2 from Ag and for
A3 and from ~lz.

These results as well as those in the last two

columns of Table 4 indicate the theoretical as well

as empirical significance of the approach of ex-
amining individual violations of the axioms. As

independence begins to hold in the data, the break-
down of errors indicates important relationships
useful to the applied researcher. The weak domi-
nant tests of joint independence are equivalent to
tests of simple independence. Note in Table 4 that
weakly dominant failures cannot occur in the joint
independence axiom on factor A, for either A IA2
jointly independent of A3 (.4, is the first factor in
the joint pair) or Ay41 jointly independent of ~92 (~1,
is now the second factor in the pair), if simple
independence holds in A, . When simple indepen-
dence holds for two factors (A, ~nd ~2), this implies
that all violations of joint independence for ~9, and
~42 of Ag must be tradeoff violations; there can be
no dominant errors, either strong or weak. Also
there can be no weak dominant errors for A03 of
A, on factor A2 and none for Ay4¡ of A2 on factor AI,
When simple independence holds for all three
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factors, then all violations for of A3, AzA3 of
~9g, and AA, of A2 are tradeoff violations; no dom-
inant errors are possible. If the error proportions
in the Triple condition of Table 4 had been ob-
tained with real data and had been viewed at a

global level by the researcher, they would probably
be so few in number, an average of about 5%, that

they would appear to support an additive model.
However, the pattern exhibited at the bottom of
Table 4 indicates that all of the errors must be

tradeoff errors and that the successful tests of joint
independence are expected to be at about the 95%
level by chance if simple independence holds
in the data.

With nonadditive data, it may also be possible
with this axiom to determine whether an individual

is ignoring a particular factor or whether he or she
is using it, but joint independence with a third
factor simply does not hold. Clearly, if a third

factor (Ag) is being ignored, then dominant and
tradeoff error proportions comparable to those in
the Double condition in Table 4 might be expected.
If, however, the individual attends to all three fac-
tors and simple independence holds in the data, but
the judgmental process is a nonadditive one, then
results similar to those in the Triple condition of
Table 4 would be expected.

Finally, the mean Kendall’s W values for the
tests of joint independence are presented in the
lower half of Table 3. Since these W values are

usually based on either a greater number of rank-
ings or more extensive rankings than are the values
in the upper half of Table 3, they tend to be closer
to zero for random data. However, as simple in-
dependence is satisfied in one or more factors, these
~ values again increase rather dramatically. In-

dividual observed values from empirical data can
be impressively high, even when simple indepen-
dence holds in only one factor. The mean V~ values
in Table 3 are very valuable for comparison pur-
poses and again indicate that high values obtained
with empirical data must be interpreted cautiously.

Double Cancellation and
Distribution Cancellation

The third property to be examined is the property
usually referred to as double cancellation or Luce-

cancellation and is stated for factors and
A2 as:

Double cancellation requires at least three levels
of each of the factors A, and A2 and deals with only
two such factors at a time. It must be satisfied for
all pairs of factors in an additive model.

The last pr&reg;perty, di,st‘~ibutive cancellation is said
to be satisfied if and only if

It can be shown that this property is a necessary
condition for the distributive model to hold. How-

ever, distributive cancellation must also hold in an
additive representation. Hence, although this prop-
erty can be used to support a distributive represen-
tation, it cannot be used to reject additivity.

Tables 5 and 6 present the mean error propor-
tions obtained from the analyses of the double and
distributive cancellation axioms. Several points are
of interest here. It is important to note that both of
these cancellation axioms have several antecedent

conditions that need to be met before a test is even

possible. For double cancellation there are two such
antecedent conditions and for distributive cancel-
lation there are three. Hence, Tables 5 and 6 first

present the proportion of all tests that were actually
possible in the data; that is, tests that met the an-
tecedent conditions. For double cancellation this is
not a trivial matter in practice, since, as Table 5
illustrates, for random data only one-third of the
tests can be expected to meet the antecedent con-
ditions.

As more order becomes present in the data, the
proportion of possible tests increases rather quickly.
It appears from Table 5 that if either two or all
three factors satisfy simple independence, then nearly
two-thirds or more of all tests are possible. These
proportions suggest that the number of possible
tests in the data may be as important as the number
of actual violations of these tests in using the double
cancellation axiom as a diagnostic tool, since ad-
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Table 5
Observed Unconditional and Conditional Error Proportions for

the Double Cancellation Axiom for 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 Designs

&reg; Mean proportions in the table are based on 3000
tests tests tor 1000 data sets) and 6_@000 tests tor the
3x3x3 and 4x4x4 designs, respectively.

ditivity would imply that all tests are possible as
well as correct.

The relationship between simple independence
and double cancellation is seen more clearly in the
proportions of failures in Table 5. When simple
independence is satisfied by one of the factors (/4j),
the proportion of violations of double cancellation
drops greatly for tests in both the AI X A, and ~4,
X A 3 planes. When simple independence is satis-
fied by all three factors, the proportions of con-
ditional violations (i.e., a violation given that a test
is possible) drops to about 10% to 15%. Hence,
the researcher using conjoint scaling methodology
should not be overly optimistic about an additive
model when conditional error rates for double can-

cellation are around 10% to 15%. These values can

be obtained for many nonadditive data sets as long
as simple independence is not violated by only two
of the three factors.

The last axiom, distributive cancellation, is ex-
amined in Table 6. It is clear from the results sum-

marized in this table that the distributive cancel-
lation axiom is not a useful diagnostic tool for the
applied researcher for several reasons. First, the
axiom is a very weak one. Unlike the double can-

cellation axiom, the actual proportions of tests that
meet the antecedent criteria are so high that they
are not useful diagnostic values. It is interesting
and somewhat surprising that for even random data,
the proportion of tests that meet the antecedent
conditions exceeds 90% in all cases. Second, even
for random data only about 25% of the tests result
in violations. When independence is satisfied by
one or more of the factors, these proportions of
violations are reduced considerably. These error
proportions are, in fact, so small that the data al-
most look as though they nearly perfectly support
an additive model. The error proportions are in the
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Table 6
Observed Unconditional and Conditional Error

Proportions for the Distributive Cancellation
Axiom for 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 Designs

Note: Mean proportions in the table are based on 243,000
t~~t~ (2~3 tests for 1000 data sets) and 7,776,000 tests for
the 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 respectively.

5% range when only one factor satisfies simple
independence and are in the 1 % to 2% range when
two or three factors satisfy simple independence.

Empirical Example

To illustrate the axiom testing procedure, rank-
ings of perceived workload were obtained from six
students taking a graduate course in scaling theory.
Each student was asked to perform the standard
factorial ranking task that is used in the Subjective
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT, cf. Ny-
gren, 1985; Reid, Shingledecker, & Eggemeier,
1981). Here, the 27 combinations of the three

ordered levels of each of three factors assumed to
be components of perceived workload-time load,
effort and stress load-were varied. The lev-
els of the factors are presented in sentence form as
descriptions of low, moderate, and high levels of
time, effort, and stress load. Thus, the levels of

the factors present a clear ordering, forcing every
individual who uses the three factors to have, at a
minimum, combinations ( 1,1,1 ) and (3,3,3) as the
least and greatest perceived workload, respec-
tively. The ordering of the other 25 combinations
would depend on the individual’s decision rule and
on the importance he/she placed on each factor. A
complete description of the levels of each of the
factors is presented in Reid et al. (1981).

The students were asked to rank the 27 combi-

nations of the three factors according to their per-
ception of workload. Three of the students had
perfectly additive data, and one had additive data
except for one pair reversal. Rank order data from
the other two students with axiom violations are

presented in the lower part of Table 1. Following
completion of the task, Subject 1 indicated that she

made her rankings on the basis of all three factors,
but that the time load factor was most important.
Subject 2 indicated that she had made her rankings
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on the basis of all three factors also, but that at a
low level of time load, there was no difference in
workload, regardless of stress or effort levels.

Initial analysis of Subject 1 and Subject 2’s data
might lead to the quick endorsement of an additive
model. Across all levels of the factors, the overall
proportions of violations of simple and joint in-
dependence, and of double and distributive can-
cellation, for Subject 1 were .000, .049, .000, and
.005, respectively. For Subject 2 these values were
not quite as good but were still low, being .145,
.093, .000, and .005, respectively.
The monte carlo results presented in Tables 2

through 6 and the detailed breakdown of errors
presented in this paper, however, allow a much
more accurate picture of each subject’s decision
rule. For Subject 1 the data reveal that simple in-
dependence holds for all three factors. That is,
level 1 was always perceived as being less than
level 2, and level 2 less than level 3 for each fac-
tor, regardless of the levels of the other factors.
This can be easily seen either by plotting the data
as would be done if these were ANOVA means or

by noting that the rows, columns, and planes are
all monotonic. This implies a situation similar to
that of the Triple condition in Table 4-any vio-
lation of joint independence for this subject must
be a tradeoff error. The actual tradeoff error pro-

portions found for this subject for joint indepen-
dence for factor pairs A,A2, A2A3, and A3A, were
.056, .074, and .019, respectively. These values
are no better than what would be expected by chance
from Table 4, indicating that these errors are more
likely due to real interactions among all three fac-
tors in a nonadditive model, rather than simply
being &dquo;true&dquo; errors made by a subject using an
additive rule. Finally, the satisfaction of simple
independence in the data virtually forces very small
error proportions for double and distributive can-
cellation, in agreement with the Triple condition
results of Tables 5 and 6. Subjcct 1’s rankings and
these detailed examinations of the axioms reveal,
in agreement with her perception of the task, that
she was making her judgments using a process that,
though closely approximated by a three-factor ad-
ditive model with time load being the most im-
portant factor, had some consistent interactions

among levels of factors.

A more detailed examination of Subject 2’s data
revealed that simple independence held perfectly
for factor A I , but the error proportions were .222
for both factors ~42 and Ag. Further, an examination
of the Kendall’s coefficient values indicated that
these errors were restricted to only level 1 of factor

AI, This can be seen at a more global level by
noting that the rankings for this subject in Table 1

show monotonicity across rows, columns, and planes
except at level I of factor Ai .

Note that in Table 2 it was found that for any
factor, .5 (54/108) of the tests should result in

errors. This implies that .167 (18/108) would be
expected at each of the three levels of the factor.
This compares very closely with the .222 values
that were found f&reg;r A2 independent &reg;f ~43 at ~4,, and
A3 independent &reg;f ~42 ~t A,. A z test indicated that
the .222 and .167 values were not significantly
different (p > nor were the observed domi-
n~ntltr~dc&reg;ff error proportions, .583 and .417, sig-
nificantly different from their expected values as
shown in Table 2, .750 and .250 (p > .05).

Since simple independence held for factor A,,
the errors for joint independence would be com-
pared with the values in the Single condition of
Table 4. For the three pairs of factors, the observed
error proportions were .056 (6/108), .167 (18/108),
and .056 (6/108), respectively. Note how they are
much smaller than, but fit the same pattern as, the
values from Table 4 (.245, .332, and .243, re-

spectively). In addition, these observed errors were
virtually all weak dominant errors (6/6, 12/18, and
6/6, respectively). Recall that weak dominant er-
rors for joint independence are really the result of
simple independence errors. These error patterns,
then, strongly suggest that Subject 2 ordered the
stimuli in a perfectly additive way except at level 1

of time load, which was ordered in an irrelevant,
random manner. This error pattern fits with the

subject’s own assertion that, for her, stress and

effort levels had no effect on workload when time
demands were minimal.

Discussion

The research presented above attempted to ex-
amine violations of the essential properties of ad-
ditive conjoint measurement. These properties have
had limited usefulness in applied research at least
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partly because their inherent subproperties and in-
terrelationships have not been well understood.
Without an adequate error theory for the axiomatic
conjoint measurement model, assessing the good-
ness-of-fit of data to the model remains a subjective
process. Recent literature (Nickerson & Mc-

Clelland, 1984) suggested that using only the nu-
merical conjoint measurement approach may in fact
produce highly misleading values of goodness-of-
fit measures. It is argued here in concurrence with
the findings of Nickerson and McClelland (1984)
that the additive conjoint measurement procedure
should always begin with an analysis of the axioms.

This axiom testing procedure, however, should
go beyond the simple step-by-step procedure first
outlined by Krantz and Tversky (1971). It is not

enough to use the overall error rates associated with
each axiom to assess nonadditivity. At such global
levels, it is clear that the axioms are relatively weak
as diagnostic tools and may imply a better fit to
additivity than is warranted. When errors are ex-
amined by type, either dominant or weak, and by
location within levels of a particular factor, a stronger
test of additivity or of a particular nonadditive model
may be found. The results presented here indicated
that it is not surprising that at a global level, the
misdiagnosis problem illustrated by Emery and
Barron (1979) could occur.

The diagnostic value of the axioms can be en-
hanced at least three ways. These include (1) es-

tablishing the baseline error rates expected from a
random response model; (2) establishing condi-
tional error rates expected in data when varying
amounts of structure are present in the data; and
(3) dividing, when possible, the violations into two
types-dominant and tradeoff-and establishing
expected error rates for these classes of violations.
When structure is added, even minimally on one

factor, to a set of random data, error proportions
for the four axioms described here can be expected
to decrease markedly. This decrease causes no se-
rious concern in and of itself as long as baseline
or expected values are available for comparison
purposes. The means in Tables 2 through 6 provide
benchmark values against which empirically ob-
tained proportions can be compared and tested sta-
tistically. Without appropriate comparison values,

it is clear from the results of the study and the data
from the two subjects that rankings satisfying sim-
ple independence but not additivity may produce
misleadingly small error rates for the other axioms.
For example, a conclusion of additivity based on
error rates in the 1% to 5% range for distributive
cancellation could be quite erroneous. Such seem-
ingly impressive results could be easily obtained
when the model is not at all additive, and, in fact,
when only one factor satisfies simple independ-
ence.

One potential problem with using the binomial
distribution to test hypotheses about the error pro-
portions expected under different conditions is the
violation of the assumption of independence of ob-
servations. The 108 tests of joint independence for
a pair of factors in a 3 x 3 x 3 design are clearly
not completely independent of one another. Each
comparison is actually used in eight different tests.
In addition, the conversion of data to ranks imposes
constraints on the comparisons. Nevertheless, the
ratio of the number of dependent tests (8) to in-

dependent tests (100) for any given stimulus com-
bination is probably small enough in terms of the
statistical model, so that the violation of the in-

dependence assumption is of little practical signif-
icance when using the normal approximation to the
binomial to test hypotheses about proportions. The
actual error proportions found in this study match
very closely the expected values obtained under the
assumption of complete independence of all tests.
These results are comparable to those found by
Nygren (1979) in a study of the axioms associated
with the additive difference model for multidi-

mensional scaling. Testing hypotheses about ob-
served W values is more problematic, however,
since no clear sampling distribution exists for Ws
other than zero.

The examination of conditional violations of one

axiom with respect to another yields several ad-
vantages over the unconditional approach. Sub-
classes of axiom tests are effectively produced,
each with the potential of evaluating fit to an ad-
ditive model. For example, with double cancella-
tion, the proportion of tests actually possible in a
data set can be as useful as a diagnostic tool as
actual violations themselves. It is clear that even
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if simple independence holds for all three factors,
not all tests of double cancellation will be possible.
This may seem somewhat counterintuitive at first,
since both axioms are necessary for an additive

model. However, the two axioms are examining
properties of the data that are, though clearly re-
somewhat unique. Conditionalizing errors
leads to a better understanding of the interrelation-
ships among the axioms. Finally, the method used
in this study also suggests a possibly useful means
of allowing for a distinction between violations due
to randomness and violations due to a nonadditive
model.

This study was limited to an examination of what
happens to violations of the conjoint measurement
axioms when simple independence is satisfied by
none, one, two, or all three of the factors. The

results are certainly encouraging with respect to
being able to set expected violation proportions.
The approach began with random data and added
order to it systematically by satisfying simple in-
dependence in one to three factors. Another ap-
proach might be to work in somewhat of an op-
posite direction. It might start with data sets that
satisfy different known interaction models and sys-
tematically reduce the interaction effects to pro-
duce nearly additive models. Then, the method
would test for violations of the axioms. Such a

monte carlo study might lead to an axiomatization
of the, as yet, unsolved interaction models. What
this would do for the applied researcher is to allow
a determination of the expected violations of the
axioms for commonly found interactions models.
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